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The international human rights politics of the 1990s was defined by the collapse of the SovietEmpire. States formerly subjugated by Moscow became independent. Eastern Europeancountries and the German Democratic Republic (GDR) became free states after decades ofoppression. In Russia itself, Perestroika and Glasnost paved the way towards new freedoms.
In November 1990, with the “Charter of Paris”, 29 European states, plus the Soviet Union, aswell as the United States and Canada, decided on a new peaceful order for Europe based ondemocracy and human rights. Dictatorships also collapsed in other parts of the world; forexample, South Africa's apartheid regime was replaced by a democracy under the leadershipof Nelson Mandela. In contrast, the political upheaval in parts of Europe led to new conflictsand grave human rights violations – especially in the Balkans of the former Yugoslavia.
From 1992 to 1998, I represented the Germany in the United Nations Commission on HumanRights in Geneva. During that time – which was also the early phase of the Russian Federation– Russia partly voted together with democracies against the regimes violating human rightsand even mustered the strength to criticise itself. The crises in Africa, Asia and Latin Americabecame the new focal points of human rights work.
In 1993, the second World Conference on Human Rights took place in Vienna. For weeksdelegates struggled to agree on substantial results. Many of the delegations had the ongoingatrocities in mind, which accompanied the disintegration and fall of Yugoslavia, and sought toshow a united front based on solidarity. At the end of a difficult negotiation process, the resultwas an overall strengthening of human rights: They were confirmed as universal, inalienableand indivisible.
However, Vienna did not mark the beginning of the Golden Age of Human Rights. The hopeof many that a kind of European enlightenment would prevail on a global scale after the endof the East-West conflict was not fulfilled. The genocide in Rwanda in 1994, the devastatinghuman rights violations in Darfur in South Sudan at the end of the century, but also the eruptionof more recent conflicts in Colombia, Iran, Myanmar or Turkey, to name just a few, underlinethe fragility of the Vienna Consensus.
Our German team developed a new strategy in the Commission on Human Rights. Instead ofsweeping, annually repeated resolutions of condemnation, which most often did not bringabout any progress in the actual human rights situation, we focused on tailor-made solutionsfor complex human rights situations. Depending on the individual case, they pursued verydifferent objectives. We forged cross-group alliances to create new voting majorities. Ourguiding principle was always to improve in practical terms the fate of those most directlyaffected by human rights violations. A good example was the adoption of a consensusresolution on Colombia, which for the first time created an office of the UN High Commissionerfor Human Rights in Bogota. We achieved the consent of the Colombian government, whichhad previously boycotted a resolution of condemnation for years.
Together with our allies, we developed concepts for several individual cases. One examplewas the Declaration on the Protection of Human Rights Defenders in 1998. Despite the factthat the general political climate was favourable to such a project, we encountered resistance.We got a tripartite group consisting of South Africa, Poland and Germany to prepare theDeclaration – all states that had been liberated from dictatorship, in whole or in part, as in thecase of the GDR. We wanted to prevent hardliners like Cuba from taking control of the matter



and watering it down. The most controversial issue was the funding of NGOs, especially thosefrom abroad. The result was respectable, both in general and on this specific point. Theresolution of the Commission on Human Rights reached the UN General Assembly:
50 years after the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Declaration on the Protectionof Human Rights Defenders was adopted unanimously by the General Assembly. I havedoubts whether the results of the Vienna World Conference on Human Rights and also thisDeclaration would still find consensus today.
In many political decisions, states that have agreed to a treaty or declaration underinternational law act contrary to and in violation of their obligations. This also applies toagreements such as the prohibition of torture. Yet they remain indispensable as support forthose who often risk their personal freedom and lives for the human dignity of others: humanrights defenders. Universal or regional human rights documents give them the framework toinvoke this piece of international law. However, in order to make use of these resolutions ordeclarations, one needs to be aware of its existence. On some of my many trips, I found thatoccasionally not even the German Embassy was aware of it.
With this initiative, we seek to change that.


